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AUDIO VISUAL
SOLUTIONS
We’re experts in everything audio visual. We’ve
been offering consultation, design and installation
of AV solutions since 1998 and we’ve learnt plenty
along the way. We’ve discovered how impactful
AV can draw people into a story, and how the
right combination of audio and visual elements
can build better connections. Now, we’re eager
to share our knowledge with you.
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WHAT ARE AUDIO
VISUAL SOLUTIONS?
As the term might suggest, AV describes wherever audio and visual
outputs meet. In meeting spaces, commercial buildings and business
settings, this is usually in the form of immersive displays, sound
systems, connected meeting rooms, screen combinations and more.
For us at Kinly, audio visual is a great enabler for connection and
communication. Effective use of audio-visual solutions allows you to
share messages with real impact with a wide range of people, whether
that be all your employees, every visitor to your site or just a few
people in a single meeting space. It’s this flexibility which makes AV
so intriguing and it’s the results such systems can achieve that have
made AV a mainstay of the comms world for so long.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Lifetime value:
We work closely with technology partners to ensure they maintain
their portfolio and every product used in your installation has a long
lifetime. That way, if you need to replace a part a few years down the
line, you can do so without delay and without additional cost.
Stable solution:
The AV market is an incredibly dynamic one, but here at Kinly we
don’t just go with the latest product by default. We’ll always test
every product as it’s launched to ensure it is stable and will work
for you from the day of installation with no interruption.

In-depth knowledge:
We’ve been working in the audio-visual space since 1998 and it still
sits at the very heart of our business. Kinly is a real specialist in the
field and that’s reflected in the high accreditation rate of our people.

Smooth delivery:
At Kinly, we document every part of the process from design to
installation. That means our installers know where every screen
and every wire should go before they even arrive on site and,
should anything go wrong, they know exactly where to deploy a fix.

High quality, every time:
We’re big on process at Kinly and that gets results. Everything we do
is checked by another team before it comes to you, so you can rest
easy knowing that any small mistakes have already been spotted
and quality is assured.
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NAVIGATING A
DYNAMIC MARKET
Audio-visual is a rapidly developing industry, and it’s one we know inside out.
As remote teams are switching to new hybrid ways of working and audio-visual
solutions are increasingly being positioned at the centre of many offices and
commercial buildings, it’s become more important than ever to make the right
AV choices for your business.
In the world of AV, new products are being released on an almost daily basis and
though that makes it an exciting place to be, it can make finding the right solution
for your needs, your people and your budget difficult. At Kinly, we work closely with
technology partners, ensuring we don’t just go after the latest thing, but test and
test again to ensure we select stable solutions with a long lifecycle.
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WHAT WE’LL DELIVER
AV is our speciality, so there is a near endless array of services we
can deliver. Here is a rundown of some of the most popular, and
most important, among our audio-visual solutions.

LED
With LED, you can let your mind run free. Curved screens,
enormous installations, even displays built into the trickiest
spaces – nothing is off limits with this technology. Think of it as
an art exhibition in your space and you won’t go far wrong. At
Kinly, we work closely with you to understand your vision, before
showing how LED can bring it to life. Our 3D renders allow you
to visualise your AV solution before installation, plus the long
lifetime and falling cost of the technology gives you the peace
of mind that your investment is a worthwhile one.

AV infrastructure
At Kinly, infrastructure is central to every single AV service we
deliver. It’s so important to us because a solid infrastructure can
help you save cost, guarantee security and create an AV estate
which really works for your people. Using AV over IP, a flexible
solution designed to distribute audio visual signals through IT
infrastructure, we can connect as many rooms as you like. This
makes the whole set up endlessly flexible, with options to connect
any rooms in a whole host of different ways. People work better
when connection is simple, and good infrastructure is a key
enabler in making your AV estate easy to use.
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Audio solutions
Often underrated and usually invisible for the end users, audio
can completely change your people’s experience in your buildings.
Our voice lift solutions are a brilliant example. With installation of
multiple microphones and smart audio tech, we put an end to the
passing of the microphone. Instead, anyone can speak anywhere in
a room and be heard without difficulty. Our audio offering extends
beyond this too. Centralised audio solutions, carefully distributed
sound and more make up our portfolio. Chances are, if you can
think of an audio problem which needs to be addressed,
Kinly has a solution.

Secure platforms
We know that security is incredibly important when it comes to AV.
In security-conscious environments, even pairing an extra screen
with a device can constitute a breach. With Kinly technology, and
our highly developing AV solutions, though, this is no longer the
case. Working with forward-thinking partners, we’ll deliver highly
secure equipment in a set up which makes getting the work done
much easier.

Smart buildings
As the world of work continues to change, there’s no question that
the buildings we work from will change too. Prop tech, otherwise
known as smart building or property technology, is a growing
market that focuses on adding smart technology to buildings. On a
practical level, this could mean integrated room booking, detecting
the number of people in a meeting room, sound masking, virtual
fencing and more. Talk to us about what you’d like to achieve, and
we’ll make it happen.
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HOW WE’LL DELIVER THIS
Our professional services team will be by side every step of the way. From consulting
on how we can fulfil your needs to designing a solution which does just that and seeing
it installed, they’ll be on hand to answer any questions and feedback ideas.
We see this as a collaborative, consultative process. Our people are best placed to find
a combination of services which meet your needs – they’re incredibly experienced and
highly certified too. But we’re always happy to hear ideas. We’ll provide 3D sketches to
help you visualise the audio-visual installations always recommend a range of options
to suit your budget. With Kinly, you gain a trusted advisor. In the rapidly changing world
of AV, that couldn’t be more valuable.
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Working together.
Everywhere.

Why Kinly?
Bringing people & technology together for better productivity wherever the
work happens – Because great things happen when people work together.

EXPERIENCED

PROVEN

INDEPENDENT

SCALE

Dedicated expertise in
planning, supplying,
integrating and managing
market-leading visual
collaboration services.

Globally recognised
businesses relying on us for
secure and flexible meeting
and collaboration services.

A leading partner with the
world’s top vendors to
deliver the best choice of
solutions for public and
private sector businesses.

An end-to-end provider of
workspace transformation
services worldwide.
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